The Friends of the University Libraries

AUTHORS AND ARTISTS
Recognition Reception

November 14, 2019
Reception at 3:30 p.m. | Awards at 4:00 p.m.

Welcome and Opening Remarks
Michelle Simmons, President
Friends of the University Libraries

Recognition of Authors and Artists
Sara Bushong, Dean
University Libraries

Friends of the University Libraries is a membership based organization that supports, through contributions and volunteers, the programs and activities of the University Libraries. Your membership will help maintain the Libraries as a vital, dynamic partner in the BGSU community.
2019 Honorees

Sung Bae
Finance
Journal Article

Janet Ballweg
School of Art
Visual Art Exhibit

Per Broman
Musicology/Composition/Theory
Journal Article

Jeffrey Brown
Popular Culture
Book

Michelle Bussard
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article (2)

Amanda Cook
Economics Department
Journal Article

Matthew Donahue
Popular Culture
Visual Art Exhibit (2)

Matthew Donahue
Popular Culture
Musical Artist (recording)

Matthew Donahue
Popular Culture
Film (2)

Justin Donhauser
Philosophy Department
Journal Article

Cynthia Ducar
World Languages
Journal Article

Ryan Ebright
Music/Composition/Theory
Book Chapter

Rebecca Fallon
Retiree
Journal Article

Mile Guldebeck
School of Art
Visual Art Exhibit

Carrie Hamady
Food & Nutrition
Journal Article

Libby Hertenstein
University Libraries
Journal Article

Elizabeth Holman
Family & Consumer Sciences
Journal Article

Stefanie Hunker
University Libraries
Journal Article

Jonathan Kershaw
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article (2)

Kerri Knippen
Food & Nutrition
Journal Article (3)

Vikki Krane
School of HMSLS
Book

Jinha Lee
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article

Elaine Liliios
Music/Composition/Theory
Musical Artist

Trinidad Linares
University Libraries
Book Chapter (2)

Lucy Long
Food & Nutrition
Book Chapter

Mary-Jon Ludy
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article (2)

Andreas Luescher
School of Built Environment
Book

Andreas Luescher
School of Built Environment
Journal Article

Rebecca Mancuso
History Department
Journal Article

Lauren Maziarz
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article (2)

Montana Miller
Popular Culture
Performance

Tyler DeWayne Moore
History Department
Journal Article

Amy Morgan
School of HMSLS
Journal Article

Sharon Muir
English Department
Journal Article

Thomas Muir
School of Art
Visual Art Exhibit

Meghan Murray
WBGU-TV
Documentary

Angela Nelson
Popular Culture
Journal Article

Eftychia Papanikolaou
Musicology/Composition/Theory
Journal Article

Amanda Paule-Koba
School of HMSLS
Journal Editor

Amanda Paule-Koba
School of HMSLS
Journal Article (6)

Lubomir Popov
Family & Consumer Sciences
Journal Article

Julie Rabine
Family & Consumer Sciences
Journal Article

John Roberts-Zibbel
Family & Consumer Sciences
Book

Scott Rogers
Biological Science
Book

Jerry Schnep
VCT Education
Journal Article

Deborah Schocket
World Languages and Culture
Journal Article

Jolie Sheffer
English Department
Journal Article

Jolie Sheffer
English Department
Book Chapter

Wan Shen
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article

Marilyn Shrdne
Music/Composition/Theory
Composer

Sherry Sullivan
Management
Journal Article

Mat Sweet
University Libraries
Journal Article

David Tobar
School of HMSLS
Book Chapter

Jessica Turos
Office of the Provost
Journal Article

Philip Welch
Public & Allied Health
Journal Article (2)

Christopher Witulski
Musicology/Composition/Theory
Book

Christopher Witulski
Musicology/Composition/Theory
Book

Dennis Wojtkiewicz
School of Art
Visual Art Exhibit